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The fractal Mandelbrot set and the shaping of the 3D fractal
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Annotation: The theory of fractals is applicable for creating the real objects and for constructing
the independent elements of the framework or the whole structure of the building. Innovative
program was developed to research the shaping of the 3D fractal. The object of the study is 3D
Mandelbrot fractal. External structures of various powers of 3D fractal were modeled and
researched. New terminology has been developed which can be applied to 3D fractals. The
power factor shows the ratio of the work of external forces to the total external. The concept of
forming 3D fractal can be used in the design of unique buildings and structures.
Keywords: fractal, fractal geometry, Mandelbrot set, 3D fractal, fractal structure, finite element
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Fractals are expressed in the algorithms and sets of the mathematical
operations. The fractal geometry of Mandelbrot studies nonsmooth, rough, foamy
objects as well as objects capped with pores, cracks and holes [1-5].
The theory of fractals is used in the fractal analysis of the nanomodified
composite microstructure [6,7] and in fractal analysis of effect of air void on
freeze–thaw resistance of concrete [8, 9]. The possible field of application this
theory in civil engineering is quite extensive. Fractal theory is applicable for
creating the real objects and for constructing the independent elements of the
framework or the whole structure of the building [10-12].
The object of the study is a 3D Mandelbrot fractal. The structure
Mandelbulb can be perceived as a natural object. 3D fractals are common in
human’s lives, their forms are complete and understandable, at the same time the
forms are in constant. The model of the structure of the 3D fractal allows to
conduct research of the different frameworks.
Innovative program «External structure of the fractal set» was developed to
create an external structure of the fractal [13-15]. The purpose of the algorithm is
to determine the points of the fractal surface and then create a finite element model
consists of shells. Topological data of the modeled fractal structure exported to the
SCAD software [16]. External surface of the structure is approximated by
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isoparametric triangular finite elements with six degrees of freedom in the node.
The input data for the calculation were the physical and mechanical characteristics
of titanium applied to the elements of the fractal structure. The initial radius of the
sphere for the evolution of the structure is 50 m. The models were developed with
fixed number of initial points of the first iteration surface for all exploring powers.
Power of fractal or quasi-volume is an analogue of the concept of local
dimension of a fractal set.
To analyze the fractal structure, the authors adopted the following
terminology, which is valid for structures with power above 3.
The exostructure is the external structure of the three-dimension set consist
of exobase, surface of f-quarks and crown (Fig.1).

Fig. 1. – The exostructure
A quark is a type of elementary particle and a fundamental constituent of
matter in physical theory. On the base of this analogy, authors introduce the notion
of f-quark as a unit of the exostructure. F-quarks are classified in depending on
their form in the structure of fractal: quasielliptic and quasishperical f-quarks.
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The exobase is the bottom support part of the exostructure. The reference
points of exobase are the reference points of quasielliptic f-quarks, which form
funnel at the center by joining.
The surface of f-quarks is the middle part of the exostructure and consist of
quasishperical f-quarks which have homogeneous surface distribution.
The crown is the top part of the exostructure and consist of quasielliptic fquarks.
For power 4, the exostructure is asymmetric and heterogeneous with respect
vertical axis. Evolution of the surface of f-quarks occurs with considerable
fluctuations by volume. The boundary of the transition of the exobase to the
surface of f-quarks is implicit. The crown occupies ¼ of the exostructure (Fig.2a).
For power 5, the exostructure is symmetrical with respect vertical and horizontal
axes. The crown of the exostructure repeats the exobase completely, the
quasielliptic f-quarks form funnel in the both cases. F-quarks have a homogeneous
distribution by surface (Fig.2b).

Fig. 1. – The exostructure: a) power 4; b) power 5
The exostructure of the power 8 has a pronounced exobase consisting of
seven supporting quasielliptic f-quarks, which form funnel (Fig. 3a). The evolution
of the fractal occurs relative to the central vertical axis. Each level of surface of f© Электронный научный журнал «Инженерный вестник Дона», 2007–2017
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quarks consist of the seven quasispherical f-quarks. Specialty of the even power of
fractal is its crown, which consist of the quasielliptic f-quarks forming the top. The
exostructure of the odd power 9 is absolutely symmetrical, it means that the shape
of the crown coincides with the shape of the exobase (Fig. 3b). They are formed by
the quasielliptic f-quarks, which form funnel.

Fig.2. – The exostructure: a) power 8; b) power 9
Dependence of the shaping of structures can be clearly seen when
considering powers more than 8. The results of shaping low power exostructures
are significantly different from each other. For impact analysis of even and odd
power of the fractal on the shape creation process, consider the cross sections in
different planes. Figure 4 depicts the horizontal (a) and the frontal (b) sections of
fractal surface of the power 8.

Fig. 4. Sections of the exostructure power 8: a) horizontal; b) frontal
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The projections of f-quarks have homogeneous distribution in the horizontal
section. The frontal section has a symmetry breaking relative to the equatorial line
of the fractal, it means that f-quarks of the surface develop heterogeneously.
Figure 5 depicts the horizontal (a) and the frontal (b) sections of surface of
the power 9. The evolution of the f-quarks of the middle surface, exobase and
crown is ideally homogeneous on all considered planes with respect to any axes.

Fig. 5. – Sections of the exostructure power 9: a) horizontal; b) frontal
For the structures of odd power more than 9, crown and exobase are
absolutely identical. The funnel of the crown simplifies the shape of the structure.
Therefore, odd power is not considered in the future.
Determination of stress-strain state of exostructure was made by SCAD
software with using finite element method [17]. Design models of the fractals were
calculated on the influence of its own weight. In the numerical experiment of the
exostructure shaping was investigated the even powers of fractals from 6 to 44. All
models had the same number of nodes 253270, the triangular finite elements
505680, the power of system of linear equations 1517040.
The structure of the power 6 is not symmetric, the crown is strongly
pronounced, also the exobase occupies the third part of the exostructure volume.
The maximum radius of the location of the surface points reaches 60.7 m.
According to the authors' opinion, for the first time fractal structure acquires
its original and familiar form in power 8. The exostructure of the power 8 was
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analyzed previously and this structure will be taken as a fundamental in subsequent
study. The maximum radius of the location of the surface points reaches 57.7 m.
Considering further exostructures, we note that the crown and exobase
become more detailed with the increasing powers, but occupy a smaller volume of
the exostructure in constant to surface of f-quarks (Fig. 6).

Fig. 6. – The exostructure, plane X0Y: a) power 14; b) power 44
Increasing power leads to more intensive distribution of f-quarks at the
surface, the maximum radius tends to the original radius 50 m. The analysis of
exostructure can be conducted by using the power coefficient of the exostructure.
Figure 7 shows a diagram of the change the power coefficient of the
exostructure. For the complete compare of the external structure of fractal set was
researched the spherical surface with the same input data. Power coefficient of the
sphere conditionally corresponds to power 0 in a diagram.
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Fig.7. – Diagram of the change the power coefficient of the exostructure
For structure power 6, the power coefficient has extreme value 14.04. Then
the curve of the diagram decreases nonlinearly and reach the minimum value 2.23,
which one belong to powers 14 and 16. This means the possible advantage of the
selected exostructures. After power 16 the diagram increases and reaches a new
extreme value 6.78, which one belong to power 24. The changing of power
coefficient has an undulating character, with every new extreme value less than the
previous. The sphere has value of the power coefficient nearly 2.52, which is more
than the minimum power coefficient value 2.23 of the exostructure power 14. As a
result, the powers 14 and 16 are the most efficient.
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